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" secretly/' or whispered, as indeed are many prayers of the
liturgy itself. The service begins with the sacrifice. For
this is used one of the five stamped loaves, called oblations,
or qurbans which the priest has brought into the sanctuary,
in commemoration of the five loaves of the miraculous feed-
ing.1 This chosen loaf is called the irpmri]. Taking this
in his left hand, the priest, using a small knife called the
lance, with his right cuts out the stamped seal, or the
" je'sed" (leaving, however, the under crust intact), quoting
at each incision phrases from the passage beginning "He
was led as a lamb to the slaughter" (Isaiah 53). The seal
is then placed inverted on the paten for the sacrifice. This
is symbolized by two deep incisions made in the form of a
cross (corresponding to the divisions of the seal), but these
do not penetrate the upper crust, which thus serves to hold
the parts together when the seal is turned right side upward
on the paten. The priest then pierces the right side with
the lance, repeating the verse describing the piercing of our
Lord's side from which came forth water and blood. Im-
mediately the deacon—or the priest, if there be no deacon
present—pours wine and water into the chalice.
After the sacrifice there follows the preparation for the
commemoration of the living and the dead. The seal oc-
cupies the centre of the paten. To the right of this is now
placed, in commemoration of the Virgin, a triangle of bread
smaller than the seal. This may be cut from one of the
• other four cakes or from the remaining portion of the
qurb&n, or oblation, from which the seal has been taken for
the sacrifice. I was told by a parish priest, who explained
the service to me, that this oblation was held in more es-
pecial honor than the rest. In a similar way, nine still
smaller portions—tiny triangles that would be formed by
press of the Holy Sepulchre, in Jerusalem, 1907, the service of prepara-
tion is divided into two parts, the first part is uned during the robing
of the priest, the washing of hands, etc., and the; second during the
actual preparation of the elements. The first portion differs considerably
in detail from the corresponding part in the London publication.
1 In the Syrian and Coptic Churches three or more cakcn arc brought
into the sanctuary, but only one i« consecrated.

